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Would you describe yourself as a person
with hair so dry that it feels like steel
wool? I know how you feel, chickadees,
because my hair is relatively dry and
drinks up oil at an astronomical rate.
This leads (for me at least) to a sense
of unbridled frustration because your
hair seems to always be this dry, desert
wasteland. Come on now, I don't want
to look at my hair and be reminded of
Lawrence of Arabia. I have tried
approximately umpteen products to try
and fix my dry hair, and I have found
one that works swimmingly. Ha, get it?
Water pun! Yes, I know that was sort of
dumb, bordering on slapstick.
The best product I have ever used for
my dry hair is Jane Carter Solution. I
was skeptical in the beginning, because
every product makes the claim that it is
going to work, yet I am almost always
disappointed at the results (or lack
thereof). The Jane Carter products
worked amazingly well on my hair and
the best part is that they are all natural.
All natural products are the best for
your hair because they come from the
natural elements of the earth, and you
don't have to worry about strange oils
(mineral, petroleum) sneaking into the
product. In fact, I looked up the
ingredients that are in the products and
they consist of Shea Butter, an
assortment of fruit oils, lavender and
lots of vitamins. It sort of sounds
delicious too, not that I would
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recommend eating a hair product.
Some of my favorite products are the
Nourish products, because they work
best at moisturizing my hair when I am
in a rush or at night when I want to
wake up with beautiful, shiny hair in the
morning. My best recommendation is to
use the (ABOVE, $16) Nourish and
Shine product and the Scalp Nourishing
Serum to help dry hair. Part your scalp
in sections and apply the product (I
would use the Scalp Nourishing Serum
for the areas that aren't as dry and the
Nourish and Shine for the problem areas
and your ends) and pin your hair up for
the night. In the morning you should
wake up with a luscious (and not dry)
head of hair. Thank you Jane Carter, for
saving me on a consistent basis.
($14)
What are your favorite hair products?
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